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Brick Lane by Monica Ali 
Still in her teenage years, Nazneen finds herself in an arranged marriage with 
a disappointed older man. Away from her Bangladeshi village, home is now a 
cramped flat in a high-rise block in London's East End. Nazneen knows not a 
word of English, and is forced to depend on her husband. 
 
Confined in her tiny flat, Nazneen sews furiously for a living, shut away with 
her buttons and linings - until the radical Karim steps unexpectedly into her 
life. On a background of racial conflict and tension, they embark on a love 
affair that forces Nazneen finally to take control of her fate. 

I Know You Did It by Sue Wallman 
There's a killer at Ruby's new school. 
It's Ruby. 
On her first day at a new school, Ruby finds a note in her locker saying "I 
KNOW YOU DID IT". 
She's terrified that someone has found out she was responsible for the 
death of a girl called Hannah in a playground when they were both 
toddlers - a secret that has haunted her for years. 
When first one, then two students are found dead, it looks like Ruby is 
being framed by another killer. 
Or, she might be next. 
 

An Act of Love by Alan Gibbons 
Childhood friends Chris and Imran celebrate the Millenium as 
inseparable blood brothers, they are both seven years old. But by 
2011 their lives have taken very different paths. One has joined the 
Army and served in Afghanistan, the other is a potential jihad recruit. 
They are no longer friends, and there are bitter wounds between 
them which remain unhealed. Will their childhood bond be strong 
enough to overcome an extremist plot? 
 
In a highly-charged, honest and life affirming story, told in flashback 
from both Chris and Imran's viewpoint, Alan Gibbon's cleverly 
explores the very real issue of terrorism that affects everyone today. 

If I Was Your Girl by Meredith Russo 
Amanda Hardy is the new girl at school. Like everyone, all she wants 
is to make friends and fit in. But Amanda is holding back. Even from 
Grant, the guy she's falling in love with. Amanda has a secret. At her 
old school, she used to be called Andrew. And secrets always have a 
way of getting out. 
 
A book about loving yourself and being loved for who you really are. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uglies by Scott Westerfield 
Tally lives in a world where your sixteenth birthday brings aesthetic 
perfection: an operation which erases all your flaws, transforming 
you from an 'Ugly' into a 'Pretty'. She is on the eve of this important 
event, and cannot wait for her life to change. As well as 
guaranteeing supermodel looks, life as a Pretty seems to revolve 
around having a good time. But then she meets Shay, who is also 
fifteen - but with a very different outlook on life. Shay isn't sure she 
wants to be Pretty and plans to escape to a community in the forest 
- the Rusty Ruins - where Uglies go to escape ' turning'. Tally won't 
be persuaded to join her, as this would involve sacrificing everything 
she's ever wanted for a lot of uncertainty. When she is taken in for 
questioning on her birthday, however, Tally gets sent to 
the Ruins anyway - against her will. The authorities offer Tally the 
worst choice she could ever imagine: find her friend Shay and 
turn her in, or never turn Pretty at all. What she discovers in 
the Ruins reveals that there is nothing 'pretty' about the 
transformations... And the choice Tally makes will change her world 
forever. 
 
Harrow Lake by Kat Ellis 
Lola Nox is the daughter of a celebrated horror filmmaker - she thinks 
nothing can scare her. But when her father is brutally attacked in their 
New York apartment, she's swiftly packed off to live with a 
grandmother she's never met in Harrow Lake, the eerie town where 
her father's most iconic horror movie was shot. The locals are weirdly 
obsessed with the film that put their town on the map - and there are 
strange disappearances, which the police seem determined to explain 
away. And there's someone - or something - stalking Lola's every 
move. The more she discovers about the town, the more terrifying it 
becomes. Because Lola's got secrets of her own. And if she can't find a 
way out of Harrow Lake, they might just be the death of her... 

Lord of the Flies by William Golding 
William Golding's Lord of the Flies is a dystopian classic: 'exciting, 
relevant and thought-provoking' (Stephen King). When a group of 
schoolboys are stranded on a desert island, what could go wrong? 
 
A plane crashes on a desert island. The only survivors are a group 
of schoolboys. By day, they discover fantastic wildlife and dazzling 
beaches, learning to survive; at night, they are haunted by 
nightmares of a primitive beast. Orphaned by society, it isn't long 
before their innocent childhood games devolve into a savage, 
murderous hunt ... 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Refugee Boy by Benjamin Zephaniah 
Acclaimed performance poet and novelist Benjamin Zephaniah's 
honest, wry and poignant story of a young refugee left in London is 
of even more power and pertinence today than when it was first 
published. Life is not safe for Alem. His father is Ethopian, his 
mother Eritrean. Their countries are at war, and Alem is welcome in 
neither place. 
 
So Alem is excited to spend a holiday in London with his father - 
until he wakes up to find him gone. What seems like a betrayal is in 
fact an act of love, but now Alem is alone in a strange country, and 
he must forge his own path... 

Penalty by Mal Peet 
Teenage football prodigy El Brujito, "the Little Magician", has 
vanished without a trace and Paul finds himself reluctantly 
drawn into the mystery. As the city of San Juan pulses to 
summer's sluggish beat, Paul gets more than he bargained for as 
a story of corruption and murder unfolds, forcing him to 
confront a bitter history of slavery and the power of the occult. 

The Picture of Dorian Gray 
Initially met with controversy and censorship, The Picture of 
Dorian Gray is the only novel by the incomparable Oscar Wilde. 
It is bursting with his trademark wit, his love of art, and his 
embrace of life and all it has to offer. 
Dorian, fearful of age and the subsequent fading of his beauty, 
expresses a wish: that a glorious oil portrait of him suffers the 
burden of age, and not him. He would sell his soul for it. 
Unfortunately for him, the wish is granted. 
Through Dorian, Oscar Wilde weaves an unforgettable tale 
about the punishment of excess and misplaced desire. 
Told in an exquisite blend of the Gothic and the philosophical, 
this fable about our obsession with the aesthetic unravels a 
horrifying truth: it is not if, but when and where our sins will 
manifest. 
 


